Many students have to switch back and forth between style manuals in their time here at Flagler. This guide will show citations for a print book, electronic book, journal article from the databases, website, and an online video in all four of the citation styles used in classes.

For more help, please refer to the Manuals or the Library’s Cheat Sheet Guides.

The color-coding equals: primary author(s)/contributor(s), book or journal title, article title, date, secondary contributor(s), publisher, volume, issue numbers, page number(s), series/database title, URL or DOI, publication location, and access date.

### Print Book

**APA**


**ASA**

According to Waitley there are … (2000).


**Chicago (Parenthetical style)**

... (Waitley, 2000, 248).


**Chicago (Notes style)**


**MLA**

... (Waitley 248).

Electronic Book

**APA**

... (Perry 1997).


**ASA**

... (Perry 1997).


**Chicago (Parenthetical style)**

... (Perry 1997, 96).


**Chicago (Notes style)**


Perry, Exploring the World of Animals, 97.


**MLA**

... (Perry 96).

Journal Article

**APA**

Mengüç, Özdil, and Hes (2015) state in their article that “….” (pp. 2157). They then go to add … (Mengüç, Özdil, & Hes, 2015, pp. 2161).


**ASA**

… (Mengüç, Özdil, and Hes 2015).


**Chicago (Parenthetical style)**

… (Mengüç, Özdil, and Hes 2015).


**Chicago (Notes style)**


**MLA**

… (Mengüç, Özdil, and Hes 2157).

Website

APA

... (Schuessler 2016).


ASA

... (Schuessler 2016).


Chicago (Parenthetical style)

... (Schuessler 2016).


Chicago (Notes style)


MLA

... (Schuessler).

Online Video

APA

… (Kifaru Films).


ASA


Chicago (Parenthetical style)


Chicago (Notes style)


“The Symbolism of Animals in the Bible.”


MLA

…. (“The Symbolism of Animals in the Bible”).